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1. INTROIMJCTION 
The aim of this paper is to apply some recently developed improvements 
in the theory of monotone dynamical systems, due to the authors [ 12, 13 J, 
to certain systems of functional differential equations (FDE’s) which do not 
enjoy the quasimonotone property considered by one of us in [9]. The 
present work extends our previous results in this direction for scalar 
equations in [ 111 to systems. 
In the fundamental paper [S], M. W. Hirsch establishes that most orbits 
of a strongly monotone scmiflow on a strongly ordered space X tend to 
the set E of equilibria. Employing ideas of Hirsch and of H. Matano [7], 
the authors have extended the theory to obtain some improvements in the 
results of Hirsch and Matano under Matano’s weaker assumption that the 
semiflow is strongly order preserving. Recently, in [13], we gave sufficient 
conditions for most orbits of a strongly order preserving semiflow to con- 
verge to an equilibrium. These conditions require additional smoothness of 
the semiflow and a certain strong monotonicity condition for the linearized 
flow determined by the variational equation about each equilibrium. 
P. PoliCik [S] has also given sufficient conditions for most orbits to con- 
verge for semilinear parabolic evolution equations possessing certain strong 
monotonicity properties. In this paper, WC apply the convergence results 
developed in [ 131 to nonquasimonotone FDE’s. 
In this Introduction, WC briefly review the application of monotone 
dynamical systems theory to FDE’s enjoying the quasimonotone property. 
This research appeared in [9, 133. Then we state one of the main results 
of this paper which applies when the quasimonotone property fails but 
when another property (M,) holds. Some simple examples are given which 
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show that the application of (MH) allows some relaxation of the restric- 
tions required for the quasimonotone property to hold. 
We begin with some general notions concerning FDE’s. A basic reference 
is [-?I. Consider the functional differential equation 
X’(f) =.f’(x,), (1.1) 
where .fe C’(C, R”) is a continuously differentiable function and 
C = C( [ --z, 01, R”) is the Banach space of continuous R”-valued functions 
on [ - r, O] with the usual supremum norm, denoted by !i . (I. Solutions of 
(1.1) are determined by their initial data ~(0) = d(O), --z < 0 GO, 4~ C, 
and we use the usual notation, x,, for the state of the system at time 1, 
where x-,(O) = x(t + (I), --5 d 0 < 0. When we wish to emphasize the 
dependence of a solution on the initial data 4, we write x(f, 4) or *y,(d). 
The system (1.1) generates a (local) semiflow @ on C by 
for those t for which x,(4) is defined. The set of equilibria for (1.1) can be 
viewed as a subset of R” but we do not make that identification here. If 
x E R” we write i for the element of C which takes the value x on [ -7, O]. 
The set of equilibria for ( 1 .l ) is then given by 
E= (d~C(p=.? for some XER” satisfying/(f)=Oj. 
If 4 E C, we write 0 e (4) for the orbit of 4, 
where we have tacitly assumed that x,(4) is defined for all t>,O. We later 
assume that this is always the case. Iff is bounded on bounded subsets of 
C and O+(4) is bounded in C then O-(a) is precompact in C and the 
omega limit set, w(b), is defined by 
As is well known, o(4) is nonempty, compact, connected, inva:iant, and 
attracts x,(d). 
If 4 E C is such that w(4) c E we say that 4 is a quasiconcergent poinr. 
We say that 4 is a convergent point if o(d) = {a} for some .c E E. The set 
of all quasiconvergent points is denoted by Q and the set of convergent 
points by %‘. 
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It was shown in [9] that ifSsatisfies the quasimonotone property: 
(QM) Whenever 4, $ EC, in (I, . . . . R> sari.$y d, < Ic, and #,(O) = $i(O), 
then h(O) <Lfi(J/). 
then ( 1.1) generates a monotone semiflow on C: 
@,(4) d@,($) ~tmever 4 drcI, t 3 0. 
We have used the inequality 6 in several senses above so we pause to 
make clear our USC of inequalities. The partial order ,< on R” will always 
be the usual componentwise ordering. The partial order 4~ II/ on C will 
mean that 4(O) d G(O) for each 0 E C-r, 01. The inequality x’< y (x < y) 
between two vectors in R” will mean that x < y and xi < yi for some (all) 
i. The inequality d, < tj for functions in C will mean that 4 6 $ and 4 # tj, 
while 4 < $ will mean that d(O) 4 $(O) for all 0. 
Further hypotheses on fare required for (1.1) to generate an eventually 
strongly monotone semiflow on C. See [S] for a definition of strongly 
monotone semiflow; we do not require it here. These stronger conditions 
were described in [9] andJ‘is said to be cooperative and irreducible if they 
hold. If ,f is cooperative and irreducible and certain additional hypotheses 
hold, the results of Hirsch apply to (1.1): the omega limit set of “almost 
all” orbits is contained in E. See [9] for more precise statements. 
In [13], the authors have applied their convergence results for strongly 
order preserving semiflows to (1.1) assuming that f is cooperative and 
irreducible and satisfies a sufftcient condition for the existence of a compact 
attractor. We show that there exists an open and dense set of (stable) 
convergent points. That is, for an open and dense set of initial data, the 
solution converges to an equilibrium. 
The quasimonotone property is quite restrictive. Consider, for example, 
the scalar equation 
X’(f) =f(x(t), x(t - T)), (1.2) 
wherefe C1(R2, R). Then (QM) holds if and only if 
$(x, y)>O. (1.3) 
In order that f be cooperative and irreducible, the strict inequality is 
required in (1.3). If one is to weaken the restrictive nature of (1.3). a new 
partial order on C must be used. 
Motivated by [ 111, we introduce a family of more restrictive orderings 
on the space C. Let B be an n x n quasipositive matrix, that is, B + 212 0 
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for all SUfiCiently large i. We write A < B for n x n matrices A and B if and 
only if u, G h, for all i, j. Define 
It is easy to see that K, is a cone in the space C: KR is closed in C, closed 
under addition and under scalar multiplication by nonnegative scalars 
and K,r\ (- KR) = 0. Moreover, K, is a normal cone (see [I ] for a 
definition). A smooth function belongs to K, if and only if 
4’2 Bq5 and d>,O on [-t,O]. 
In the scalar case, considered in [ 111, B is simply a real number, which 
we always take to be negative, B = -b, fl> 0, and 
K,, = {(b E C: 4 > 0 and d(t) el” is nondecreasing}. 
It is interesting to note that Hadeler and Tomiuk [Z] used the above cone 
to obtain the existence of periodic solutions of scalar FDE’s. 
As a cone in C, K, induces a partial order on C, denoted by 6 B, in the 
usual way. Namely, 4 < B $ if and only if II/ - 4 E K,. We write ~4 < B II/ to 
indicate that 4 # $ and 4 <B $. 
One virtue which K, lacks as a cone is that its interior in C is empty. 
Hence (C, < B) is not a strongly ordered space in the sense of Hirsch. This 
deficiency makes application of the theory of strongly monotone semiflows 
[S] somewhat awkward but does not cause difficulty for the notion of a 
strongly order preserving semiflow (definitions are provided below). 
The analog of the quasimonotone property corresponding to the partial 
order d R is (see Proposition 3.1) 
PROPOSITION 1.1. [ff sutisjies (MB) and (bl, 42~ C satisfy I$, d Bq5z then 
@Ad,) G R @,(&)3 t >, 0, 
whenever both solutions are dejined. 
In order to apply the results in [12, 133 it is necessary to obtain sui- 
ticient conditions for @ to be strongly order preserving with respect o d B. 
CD is strongly order preseroing with respect to G R provided that @ is order 
preserving, that is, a,(#,) d R @,(&) for t>,O whenever 4, d H&, and 
whenever 4, < B QJ2, there are open sets U and V. 4, E U, dz E V and t, > 0 
such that a,,(U) < R @,,( V). The latter inequality between sets means that 
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the inequality I/, dB tjz holds for every choice of $, E a,,(U) and 
$2~ @,& V). In Section 3, we identify two properties denoted (IL) and 
(SMB) which arc sufficient for @ to be strongly order preserving. 
As a rule, the additional hypotheses required to turn a monotone (or 
order preserving, the terms are used synonymously here) semiflow into a 
strongly monotone one or into a strongly order preserving one, are 
invariably technical in nature and somewhat unpleasant to state. For 
example, for ordinary differential equations, the additional hypothesis is 
that the Jacobian be an irreducible matrix. On the other hand, in particular 
applications, the additional hypothesis is often a rather innocuous one 
(particularly for scalar equations). For example, strict inequality replaces 
weak inequality in (1.3). For this reason, we do not burden the reader with 
precise definitions of (I;) and (SM’,) in this Introduction (see Section 3). 
The following hypothesis guarantees that r9 is a (global) semiflow with 
suitable compactness properties. 
(T) .f maps bounded subsets of C to bounded subsets of R”. For each 
4 E C, x(t, 4) is defined for t 3 0 and 0 + (4) is bounded. For each compact 
subset A of C there exists a bounded set B such that o(i) c B for all q5 E A. 
The hypothesis (T) is a very weak one. Often in the applications, one 
can verify the existence of a bounded absorbing set B (o(i) c B for all 
4 E C) which implies the existence of a compact attractor for (1.1) [4]. In 
most applications, (T) will hold for every bounded set A. 
A corollary of the main result of this paper is the following 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f E C’(C, R”) satisfy (T), (];I), and (SM’,). Then Int 
V is dense in C for the semiflow generated by (1.1). 
Int A, where A is a subset of a topological space, denotes the interior of 
the set A. Theorem 1.2 implies that there is an open and dense set of 
convergent points. In particular, the only attractors for (1.1) are equilibria. 
We remark that f need not be defined on all of C (see Section 4). 
In order to compare the implications of Theorem 1.2 for the particular 
scalar equation (1.2), with parallel results when (1.3) holds with strict 
inequality, we introduce the notation 
L2 = inf $, , ’ 
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where L, and L2 are assumed to be finite. The hypotheses (I’,) and (SM’,) 
hold for (1.2), for some B = --/I, /? > 0, provided one of the following hold 
(see Cl111 
(a) L,BO, or 
(b) L,<ObutL,+L,>O,or 
(c) L,<O,L,+L,=O,andslLzl<l,or 
(1.4) 
(d) L,<O,L,+L,<O,rIL,j<l,andTL,-log(sIL,))>l. 
Observe that (1.3) corresponds to alternative (a) in (1.4) but that (1.4) 
may hold when (1.3) fails. 
Perhaps the most important observation to make from (1.4) is that 
provided L, and L, are finite, (1.4) holds for all sufficiently small T. As a 
consequence, if L, and L, are finite, r is sufficiently small that (1.4) holds 
and if (7) holds then all orbits issuing from points of an open and dense 
subset of C converge to equilibrium by Theorem 2. This agrees with our 
intuition which suggests that small delays are harmless and thus (1.2) 
should mimic the ordinary differential equation 
x’(t) =fWt), x(t)). 
Now consider (1.2) where XE R” and f E C’(R”‘, R”). Clearly such a 
system is quite special, having a single delay common to all coordinates, 
but this can be relaxed. We consider it only as an illustration. It is easily 
seen that (QM) holds if and only if the n x n partial derivatives satisfy 
E (x, y) is quasipositive and 
, 
in R’“. A sufficient condition for (MB) to hold for the quasipositive matrix 
B- --see Corollary 3.9 -is 
$(x.y)>B 
for (x, J) E R”‘. (1.5) 
Because e Bt >O, the requirement that 2f/2y> 0, for the quasimonotone 
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case, can often be relaxed although the requirement that @$7x be 
quasipositive cannot. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, some technical 
matters concerning the cone K, and the smoothness of the semiflow @ on 
some relevant function spaces other than C arc dealt with. Section 3 
contains Proposition 1.1 and sufficient conditions for (1.1) to generate a 
strongly order preserving semiflow on C. Our main results are obtained in 
Section 4. In addition to Theorem 1.2, we obtain several related results 
implying the existence of open and dense subsets of convergent points with 
additional stability properties. In Section 5, we examine a model of a 
spatially distributed population (discrete habitats) with age structure. The 
model is reduced to a system of FDE’s by integrating along characteristics. 
Sufficient conditions for Theorem 1.2 to apply are obtained. In Section 5, 
we also consider a general cyclic feedback system which models the control 
of protein synthesis in the cell and allows distributed delays. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we make some technical observations which will be 
crucial for the proofs of our main results. 
We begin with some constructions related to the cone KB in C. Recall 
that 
As noted in the Introduction, the cone K, has empty interior in C and 
hence C is not strongly ordered by the ordering <o in the sense of Hirsch 
(see [S]). In order to apply the theory of monotone dynamical systems, as 
developed in [ 12, 131, it is necessary to tind a subspace of C in which the 
induced cone has nonempty interior. Fortunately, there is a standard 
procedure for finding such a space (see, e.g., Krasnosel’skii [6] and Amann 
[ 11) which we now follow. It will turn out that the cone obtained by 
restricting K, to the linear subspacc C,. consisting of the Lipschitz 
continuous functions+ndowed with the Lipschitz norm 1). I( rip -has 
nonempty interior and turns C,. into a Banach lattice. We recall that 
IlcPll~,~= /IV!1 + Lip (cp), 
where 
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Moreover WC find that C, is an ideal in C- i.e.. whenever 
11/, <,,q <B$2,~~C, and $,,$,~c,, then ~PEC[-. 
We start by proving a variant of the last statement. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let cp E C, Ic/ E C, such that 
fq GR*. 
Then cp E C, and 
Here we have endowed R” with the maximum norm and have chosen the 
corresponding operator norm as matrix norm for B. 
Proof: First consider cp, $ E C’, + cp d H I(/. As remarked in the Intro- 
duction this means that 
Rearranging terms we find 
with 1 denoting the element in R” with all components unity. Hence 
llvll, <(I +2 IIW) II~III 
with II . Ij r denoting the C’ norm of continuously differentiable functions. 
Now let cp, $ E C, fq < R $. We extend both functions to the non- 
negative reals by their value at 0 and smooth them via 
q(r) dr = j’ cp(t + hr) dr 
0 
for h > 0. Note that qh is continuously differentiable and 
$ (PhtS) =; (cp(s + h) - V(S)). 
By the second representation of qh we see that Il/,,(t)+(~~(t)> 
CA’ Y$h(J.) * cp,,(.s)) whenever --r<.s<t< -h. This yields 
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(d/ds)[Ic/,,(s) + (Pi] 2 B($,,(.s) f (pII( for --f < s d -h. By the same 
reasoning as above we obtain 
for --z<s< -11. 
Consider cp E C, $ E CL, _+cp d ,, II/. Then ](d/ds) $,Z(~)J < Lip($) and 
jtjh(s)] < ]11+11. Hence, by the formula for *(d/u%) (Pi we have 
I&+h)-cpb)l ~Wip(lC/)+2 II4 IIW 
for -r < s d -h. But this implies the lemma. 1 
Following Krasnosel’skii [6] we consider the ideals C,, $ E K,, defined 
by 
C,={fp~c; fq <~/I$forsome/I>O}. 
C, becomes a Banach space with the norm 
licPIIG=inf(B30; +cp GBLW), cpEC*. 
By construction the cone K,, = C, n K, has nonempty interior. Note that 
+rp GB ll~Pll#i $- 
We draw the following consequence from this relation and Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. C, E C, whenever $ E C,. and 
IIVIII.ip~ C1 +2 llBll) IlVll~) IH$/ILlpt cpEC@ 
It is now a natural question whether we can choose 5~ C,, such that 
C, = C,< and the 11. II< norm is equivalent to the Lipschitz norm )I ./I Lip. 
First, we observe that if 1 is the element of R” with all components unity 
then c(s) - e”‘l, -r d s < 0, belongs to K, for all large 1. Indeed 
5 ‘ - B< = e”Ci.1 - Bl ] 
which is positive for large 3.. For convenience, we fix I.>0 such that 
I.1 - Bl 2 1. Instead of 11. IJc we now write I/. [le. 
LEUMA 2.3. If c is chosen as above, then C, = C,, and the norm 11. ‘1 B is 
equivalent to the Lipschitz norm [\.I) ,,ip. Moreover, C,, with the equivalent 
norm II . II B and the ordering < B, is a Banach lattice. 
Proof. As 5 E C, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that Cs G C,. and the 11. IIB 
norm is stronger than the Lipschitz norm. 
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Conversely, if cp E C,,, then cp’ exists almost everywhere (a.e.) on [ -5, 0] 
and 1 tp’(s)l < Lip (cp) a.e. Hence, for /? 3 0 and almost every s, 
provided, fl> /I0 = (1 + )I RI, ) eir !icpil Llp. Also, for each s E [ - 5, 01, 
P&)>eir Ilcpll 5(s)= llvl’ e”‘” ’ “1 > lItpI’ 1 >, lcp(s)l 13 *q(s) 
and WC may conclude that pot + 43 E K, so that cp E C, and 
IlVilRdPo= Cl + IIBIII 2’ IlcPllLip~ 
Hence we have established that Cc = C, and that the norms 11. IIL,P and 
II . II B are equivalent. 
We still must show that C,. with < R and [j. il B is a Banach lattice. 
Obviously cp E K, iff cp( -T) 2 0 and cp’ - Bcp >, 0 a.e. It is now easy to see 
that Y, defined by 
y(v) = (CP( --5h cp’ - NJ, 
is an order isomorphism from C,,, <B into the lattice R” x L,( [T, 01, R”) 
with the canonical ordering -i.e., cp < H $ iff Y(q) < ‘$‘($I). In this way C,- 
inherits the lattice structure from R” x L,( [T, 01, R”). In order to show 
that C, is a Banach lattice, we must establish that if (~1 <R \$I, where 
1~1 = 4p v (-q), then Il~:j~d Il$liB. But this is almost immediate from 
the definition of ![.liB= ll.II~. For ilqllH= 11 jq( !IB and this norm is 
monotonic. 1 
In the proof of the lemma, we noted that 
~‘,=K,nC,.={cp~C,:cpBOand cp'-Bq>O, a.e.3 
and that an equivalent description is obtained by requiring cp( -T) 2 0 
together with the differential inequality. We also require an explicit descrip- 
tion of the interior of KB in C,,: 
Intk,={cpECL:cp>>Oand~‘-Bfp>sl,a.e.,forsomec>O} 
= {$JEcL:CJl(-T)>>o d an ess - inf(cp’ - Bq), > 0, 1 <i < n 1. 
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We write cp <B $ whenever 9, tj E C, satisfy + - q E Int i?;. Finally, it 
should be noted that our choice of 5 as an order unit in the definition of 
X is not crucial. The same results would be obtained for any other choice 
of unit in Int KB. 
It is useful to note that the inclusion map C, 4 C, denoted by i,, is com- 
pact. We let C’ = C’( [ -r, 01, R”) be the Banach space of continuously 
differentiable functions on C-r, 0] with the usual norm 11#11 i = /#[j + jld’ll 
and let i, denote the continuous inclusion C’ 4 C,. 
We now return to certain matters concerning functional differential 
equations. Consider 
x’ = f(x,), (2.1) 
where we assume f E C’(C, R”). Such smoothness off is not necessary for 
all the results below but it simplifies matters and later we will need to make 
the assumption anyway. As in the Introduction, we let @ be the local semi- 
flow on C generated by (2.1) via G,(d) = x,(4). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let toa T and 4 EC be such that the solution of (2.1) and 
x0 = 4, x(t, 4); is defined on [O, t,]. Let y(t; @, 4) be the solution of the 
variational equation about x(t, 4) 
v’(t) = 4%(d)) Y<> yo = $, 0 6 t < to. (2.2) 
Then the map $ H y,,($, 4) . 1s a b ounded linear operator from C to C’. 
ProoJ Standard Gronwall-type arguments yield that 11 y,ll d eQz 11$//, 
where Q = sup ( I( df(x,(4)) )I : 0 < t d to}. The differential equation then 
yields 
Il~~,ll 6 Q IIYJ d QeQto ll$ll. 
Thus I)ytOll i < eQro( 1+ Q) 1/+/l. The linearity of the map is obvious and so 
the lemma holds. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. If the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 hold then Vito, to> 2, as a 
map from a neighborhood of 4 in C into C’, is continuously differentiable. 
Moreover, d@,(4) $ = ylo($, $), where y(t; $, 4) satisfies (2.2) and 
d@,(d) E Y(C, C’) denotes the derivative. 
Proof. There exists a neighborhood U of 4 such that x(t, II/) is defined 
for 0 < t < to for all $ E U. Since f e C’(C, R”), d@,($) E Z’(C, C) exists, is 
continuous on U for 0 d t 9 to, and d@,(t) p = y,(/?, <), where y is as in 
(2.2) with 5 replacing IJ~ and p replacing $, for 5 E U. See [3, Chap. 2, 
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Theorem 4.11. Clearly y,(j?, <) E C’ for r 6 t d t, and Lemma 2.4 implies 
that Y,,,(-, <)E~Y(C, C’). For -s<.s<O and $E(/ 
.~,“(‘b)‘b) - x,,(d)‘(.s) - Y,,,(rl/ - 4, 4)‘(s) 
= x’( t, + s; Ic,) - x’( t,, + s; &) - y’( f, + s; I// - 4, 4) 
= .f(X,” i s($)) -.f’ko+ ,(4)) - 4b,,, , Ad)) Y,,,, ,($ - $4 4) 
= 4lx,,,+,wNX,” ,A$)- x,, ,..,(d) - 4’r,+,N - 4, (6)) 
+ 4s. $1 I’-~,,,  (‘I) - x,,, ( .,(dJ)I!? 
where 
1e.c $11 -+ 0 as ‘I.T,Q ,- ,($) - .K,” +.,(dN + 0 
uniformly in s E [ -5, O]. The uniformity in the limit follows from 
,f~ C’(C, Rn) and the compactness of {~,~,+~(d)} rg cS:o. There exists L >O 
such that 
IIX,o+ 1(11/)--~~cj+.,(4)ll d L II+ -49 -T<S<o 
because of the continuous differentiability of @,. Thus we have \r(s, $)I + 0 
as I/I --f 4 in C, uniformly on s E [ -5, 01. Moreover, 
where now 
Ir(s, $)I + 0 as I/I + q5 in C 
and 
P(% $)+O as I(/ --+ f#~ in C 
uniformly in SE C-T, 0] and the constant M = sup{ ;l@(xl, ,.,,(#))I/: 
-r<s<O}. Hence, we have 
lIx,,(+)’ -x,,(4)’ - Y,“(lc/ - 43 d)‘ll = 4 114 - 4!I) 
as $ + 4 in C and it follows immediately that @,,), given by 
$ t-t X,“(‘k )t 
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is differentiable at q5 as a map from C to C’ and that the derivative is 
It follows that @,,: U-+ C’ is differentiable at each point of U. We now 
outline the argument that &I),,: U + Y(C, C’) is continuous. A Gronwall- 
type argument gives the estimate 
I;Y,($, 9) -v,(lc/, 4111 d c ll$ll SUP Il@m,(d)) - df(X.,(~))ll 
0 < 5 s 1” 
for 0 < t < to if r] E CJ. The fact that the scmiflow @ is a C’ semiflow on C 
gives the estimate 
b,(4) -x,(v)11 G c II4 - rlll, Odtdto, 
for 7 sufficiently near 4 in U. Now, for 0 < t d to, we have 
If(t, $9 4) - L”(C *9 vrh = I4fb,(4))v,($, 4) - df‘(x,(v)) L’A$> rl)l 
G k!f(x,(#))b’,(d’, ‘#) - I’,($> il))l 
+ I(dfx,(4)) - df(,~,(?))NY,($, rl) - vAti #))I 
+ I(dfx,(4)) - dJ’(x,(v))) v,(lcI9 d)I. 
Put Q = sup{ Il&(x,(#))l;: 0 < t d to} and 
p(?)=sup:Ildf‘(x,(~))-df(x,(rl))’l:Od.~dt,}. 
As standard arguments give 
Ilv,(lc/, 4111 d c ll11/ll> 0 d t d I,, 
we obtain 
lY’(C $3 4) - Y’(4 $3 rl)l G ce+ P(rl)l JYVI) c h41 + P(v) c 1111/ll 
for 0 < t < to. Hence 
liV,($, 4)-- Y,(lcI, S)il I G [(Q + P(V)) P(V) C+ 2CPCll)l ll11/11 
SO 
IIY,(.Y #I- Y,(., ‘1Lc.c?, G (P + P(v)) fYr1) c+ 2CP(rl). 
Since P(q) + 0 as q + q5 in C the continuity of do,“: u + Y(C, C’) is 
established. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.6. If the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 hold, then Qi,, is 
continuously dij’ferentiahle us a map from u neighborhood of 4 in C into 
C‘L. If q3 E C,. then GrO is continuously differentiable as u map from a 
CL-neighborhood of q4 in C, into C,,. 
Proof: The first assertion results from the continuous inclusion map 
C’ 4 ‘I C,. and the chain rule. The second assertion follows from viewing 
the restriction @k = QrO) (:,, as 
where C,, 4 iL C is the inclusion and @,,: C -+ C’. The previous lemma and 
the chain rule again give the desired conclusion. 1 
It should be noted that if 4 E C, then the solution x(t, 4) of (2.1) satisfies 
x,(4) E C, for t 3 0 but (2.1) does not generate a local semiflow on C,. as 
the topology on C,, is too strong for the continuity of t I-+ x,(b) at t = 0. 
For a simple example, consider x’(t) =x(t - r) with x,,= #I- 1. 
Corollary 2.6 does imply, however, that the map 4~ C, I-+X,&~) E C,. is 
continuously differentiable for t, >, z. Furthermore, it is not hard to see that 
the map rj E C,- H x,(4) E C, is continuous for each fixed t >, 0, but we will 
not need this fact. 
3. MONOTOXICITY 
Consider the system of delay equations 
x-'(t) =fb,), (3.1) 
where ,I’: C + R” belongs to C’( C, R’*). For a given quasipositive matrix B, 
we introduce the following hypothesis concerning f‘: 
(MB) Whenever Ic/,, I,!I*E C satisfy 11/, bn $2, then 
f‘(tiz)-f‘($,)~N$dO)- rcI,(O)l. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (MN) hold and (p, II, E C satkfv cp < B II/. Then 
$4 11/j- x(t, cp) 2 f?(’ ~‘)(x(s, $) - x(s, cp)) 
or, eyuivalen tly, 
x,(cp) G H x,(ll/) 
for all t > 0 jor which both solutions are defined. 
Proqj: Observe that it sulkes to show that v(t)-x(t, $) -x(t, cp) 
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satisfies y(t) 2 0 and y’(t) - By(t) 3 0 for t 30. Indeed, from the latter 
inequality, it follows that (d/ds)[e ‘(’ -“‘y(s)] 2 0, 0 <.s d t, and hence 
y(t) B cB(‘-.y)y(s). 
Let c > 0. Define 1;: on C by 
s,(v) =f(cp) + El. 
We fnst prove the Proposition with xE(t: $) replacing x(t, II/), where 
~~(1, I$) is the solution to (3.1) with 1;: replacing .{I WC then obtain the 
proposition by letting c --) 0. 
Define v”(t) = x6( t, rj) - x(t, cp) and let 
P= {te [O, cc): y; boo). 
Note that we are tacitly assuming solutions are extendable to [0, x). If 
not, replace 3~ by min{o,, gtiL,}, where [0, a,) is the maximal interval of 
existence of x(t, 40). 
Clearly P is closed and OE P. We show that P is relatively open in 
[0, x). Indeed, if t E P, then 
vi(t+ 1 -h,;(l) =.mL(ti)) -Sb,(cp)) - m”(h $I- 44 so)) + cl 
2&l 20, 
where we have applied (MB). By continuity, 
Je+ ) - BYAS) 2 0, SE[f, t+a] 
for some 6 > 0. But this implies y; 3 D 0 for t ,< s 6 t + 6. Hcncc P is closed 
and relatively open in the connected set [0, x) implying P= [0, m). 
Since solutions of initial value problems depend continuously on the 
right-hand side--f, -f uniformly on bounded subsets of C-we have 
xf($) +x,(1,9) as E + 0. Since the relation < B is closed we have 
x,(cp) d R x,($1 for t 2 0. 
This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 hold and 1 d i Q n, 
t, > -?. If 
then 
fbr all t 2 t,. 
Xi(4 v) < .x;(f, ti) 
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Proof. The statement follows immediately from the first statement in 
Proposition 3.1 and the fact that <J” is a nonnegative matrix with the 
entries in the main diagonal being strictly positive. u 
Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 imply that if (M,) holds, then the 
semiflow @ generated by (3.1) is monotone on (C, d o): 
a,($) d A @,($I whenever 4 d H II/ 
Moreover, if 4 cL( $ then a,($) < B @,($). 
Observe that since f~ C’(C, R”), (MB) holds if and only if 
crs(dJ) II/ - W(O) 3 0, qt*EC? l&,>O. (3.2) 
Sufficient conditions for (3.2) to hold, in terms of the standard 
(Riesz) representation of df($), which are almost necessary, are given in 
Corollary 3.9. 
We now seek sufficient conditions for @, to be strongly order preserving 
on C. The result below can be viewed as giving suhicient conditions for the 
semiflow (@,} to be eventually strongly monotone from (C, d ,,) into 
(C, d ). We require an irreducibility assumption. 
( ZH) If cp, II/ E C satisjy cp d B I/ and J is a proper subset of A’ = ( 1, . . . . n 1 
such that cp,@ Ii/j, jE J and (~~(0) = $k(O) ,for k E N -- J then ,for Some 
PEN-J 
Observe that if (MB) holds, then a sufficient, but not necessary, condi- 
tion for (I,) to hold is that B be an irreducible matrix. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Letf‘satisiv (MB) und ( IH). Jf‘cp, t,b E C satisfy cp < R $ 
und cp # rc/ then 
x,(v) d nx,(ll/), t>,O 
44 cp) 6 44 $), t b (n -- 1) T, 
where the inequalities hold for those t for which both solutions are defined. 
Proof: Let J, = {.j~ N: x,(t, V) <xj(t, IJ)}, t 2 --t. Corollary 3.2 implies 
that if t, < t, then J,, c J,,. Our hypotheses imply that Jo is nonempty. 
We claim that if t > -r and J, = J, +I then J, = N. For if not, there 
exists a proper subset J of N and t > -r such that J = J, = J, + ~. Hence, 
by (ZB), there is a p E N-J such that xb(t + T, q) < xb(t + t, $). Since 
x,(t+t,~)=x,(t+r,$)and t+s>O, thisimpliesx,(s,cp)>x,(s,$)fors 
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near t + r, 0 <S < t + r. This contradicts x,(q) GB x,($) for z > 0, which 
holds by Proposition 3.1. Our claim is established and since card J, 3 1, we 
may conclude that card Ji, 2 i + 1, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . n - 1. Hence .I,,, ,)? = N, 
establishing the proposition. 1 
In addition to (IB), a stronger version of (MB) will be required. 
(SM,) If cp, II/ E C satisfy cp GH $ and cp G $ then 
f($) -f(Y) b B($(O) - Y(O)). 
It is clear that (SM,) implies ( MH). 
PRWOSITION 3.4. If (I,) und (SM,) hold and cp, $ E C, saris-y q < B $ 
und y # $ then 
whenever both solutions are defined. 
ProoJ By Proposition 3.1, x,(q) GBx,($) for t 20 and by Proposi- 
tion 3.3, x( 1, cp) 6 x( 1, I/J) for I 3 (n - 1) r. Hence, 
y(t)=46 II/)-X(&Y) 
satisfies 
Y’- BY =f’(x,($)) 4(x-,(~)) - BCx,(ll/NO) -x,(cpNO)l90 
for t 2 (n - 1) r. Since y(t) $0 for t > (n - 1) ‘t, it follows from the defini- 
tion of Int R, that x,(q) -+H x,($) for t 3 nr. This completes the proof. 1 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section, namely 
that if (IR) and (SM,) hold then 0 is strongly order preserving on C. 
Recall that @ is strongly order preserving on C provided it is order pre- 
serving (monotone) and whenever 4,) & belong to C and satisfy 4, < H ti2 
then there exists neighborhood U and V of 4, and & respectively and 
1, > 0 such that Q,,(U) <B G,,(V). 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf (Is) and (SM,) hold then @ is strongly order preserving 
on C. 
Proof: This is essentially a consequence of Proposition 3.4 and [13, 
Lemma 2.11 but we give the proof here for completeness. Suppose 
d,, &E C satisfy 4, cB &. Then @,(4,) belong to C,. and satisfy 
@,(bI) cB @~~(4~) by Corollary 3.2. By Proposition 3.4, acn+ rIr(i,) < LI 
@ (n+ ,,,(&). Hence we may find neighborhoods 0 and p of @,“, ,):(4,) 
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and djlnc ,j7(#2), respectively, in C,-, such that 0 GB p. The continuity of 
@ (n+ Ijr: C--f C,, by Corollary 2.6, implies the existence of neighborhoods 
U and V of 4, and &, respectively, in C, such that Den+ , ,i( U) c 0 
and @ (,, + I ,;( V) c r. completing the proof of the theorem. # 
In many applications, the variables xi are intrinsically nonnegative 
and so it is necessary to consider (3.1) on C ’ = {d E C: 4 3 0). By 
j’~ C’(C+, R”) we mean that there exists a continuous map 
dj‘: C ’ --t 9’(C, R’) such that for each 4 E CL 
f‘W =.fW+ d!W($ -d) + il@ - dil W), 
where 
R($)-+O as *+9i @EC’. 
We also assume that C.’ is positively invariant for (3.1). A necessary and 
sufficient condition for C ’ to be positively invariant for (3.1) is that (see, 
e.g., C91) 
L,(6) 2 0 whenever 4 E C ’ and 4i(0) = 0. 
An examination of the proofs of Proposition 3.1, Corollary 3.2, Proposl- 
tion 3.3, and Theorem 3.5 shows that if C+ is positively invariant for (3.1) 
and the hypotheses (M,) or (SM,) and (I,) hold for d E C+ then these 
results continue to hold on the invariant set C +-. 
We require certain monotonicity properties of the linearized equation 
about a steady state of (3.1). Let .x0 E R” be such that f, E E and consider 
the linear variational system 
y’(t) = 4G”) Y,. (3.3) 
Below we state the hypotheses (I,) and (SM,) applied to the linear map 
Gwd. 
(ZB) If 4 EC, I$~>, 0 and J is a proper subset of { 1,2, . . . . n} such that 
dj 9 0 if j E J, and q5k(0) = 0 if‘ k $ J, then there exists p 4 J such that 
(SM,) If#sC, 0 <Rd and 490 then 
dff(i,) 4 - B&O) 9 0. 
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PROPOSITIOIG 3.6. Suppose (I,) und (SM,) hold &jr Q’(&). I’hen the 
linear map on C, dejined by 
4 - Y(n -I ,,,(h i”) 
is a compact slrongly positive operator. In purticular, 
(3.4) 
in CL. 
y,,,+ l,r(qA &)rr * 0 wheneoer #H> 0 (3.5) 
Proof By Lemma 2.4, the map from C to C’ defined by (3.4) is con- 
tinuous. Since the inclusion i,.: C, --, C is compact and the inclusion 
il : C’ + C, is continuous, the compactness of the map (3.4) follows. 
The strong positivity assertion (3.5) follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.4. 1 
As a consequence of Proposition 3.6, the well-known Krein-Rutman 
theorem (see, e.g., [ 11) can be applied to the linear map (3.4) on C,.. We 
conclude that the spectral radius p(xJ of the operator is a simple eigen- 
value and the corresponding eigenspace is spanned by a vector in Int R,. 
Moreover, y(x,) is an isolated point of the spectrum of the linear operator 
and a pole of order one of the resolvent operator. 
In the statements of our main results in Section 4, we require that (SM,) 
and (IB) hold and that for each i.~ E, (SM,) and (IH) hold for df((a). The 
latter hypothesis may appear a bit awkward and, in the applications, it is 
often not an easy matter to find the equilibria. Below we give two proper- 
ties, (SM’,) and (IL), which are much easier to verify and which do not 
depend on knowledge of the equilibria. In Lemma 3.7 we show that these 
two properties imply that (SM,) and (IEl) hold forj‘and for df((4), for each 
1eE. 
(SM;) For every 4 E C and every $ E Kg, $ + 0, 
df(4) $ - W(O) % 0. 
(Ii) If 4 E C and II/ E KB and J is a proper subset of ( 1,2, . . . . n ) such that 
~j/iOOforj~Jand$,(0)=Ofork~Jthenforsomep~J 
(c/f(4) ti Jp > 0. 
Note that in (IL), the component p may depend on II/ and 4. As noted 
earlier, (IL) holds automatically if B is an irreducible matrix. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let f E C’(C, R”) satisj~ (SM;) and (Ii). 7hen f satisfies 
(SM,) and (I,) and df (a) satisfies (IR) and (SM,) for each 4 E E. 
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Proof That d!(a) satisfies (IB) and (SM,) for each i E E follows 
immediately by restricting (I’,) and (SM’,) to 4 = ,?. In order to see that 
(SM,) holds, let 4, II/ E C satisfy 4 < R I++ and 4(O) 4 e(O). Then 
by (SAY’,). Thus (SM,) holds. Similarly, let 4, $ E C, 4 d B $ and J be a 
proper subset of { 1,2, . . . . H} such that dj<Il/iforjEJandd,(0)=$,(O)for 
k $ J. Taking pth components in the equality above where p 4 J we find 
We have used the fact that (SM’,) implies that d’(4) II/ - B,+(O)>,0 
whenever 4 E C and tiB>,O and that B is quasipositive. Now, by (Ii), 
for each value of s there exists a p = p(s)4 J such that 
(d’(sll/ + (1 -s) $)($ - d)), > 0. Taking any such p = p(s), we therefore 
obtain, from the integral, &($) -I,(#) > 0. 1 
We remark that Lemma 3.7 holds as well if JE C’(C ’ , R”) satisfies 
(SM’,) and (1;) on C’. 
Finally, we end this section by considering necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for (3.2) to hold. Viewing @(d) E P’(C, R”), the space of bounded 
linear functions mapping C into R”, then (3.2) may be viewed as requiring 
that L E Y(C, R”), defined by L$ = d’(4) $ - B+(O), maps K, into R”+. In 
other words, L: (C’, K,) --f (R”, R”,) is a positive linear operator. Our first 
result seeks necessary and suflicient conditions for a general L E 2’(C, R”) 
to be a positive operator. 
~OPoslTIoN 3.8. Let L E 2’(C, R”) and B he an n x n quasiposilioe 
matrix. Let L he represented by the regular matrix Bore1 measure p = (p(,): 
then 
L(K,) c R’; (3.6) 
(3.7a) 
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Conversely, if (3.7a) holds and 
c,. OJ dp(8)eB”>0, -7<s<o c, 
(3.7b) 
(3.7c) 
then (3.6) hoI& Equations (3.7b) and (3.7~) are equiljalent if B is a diagonal 
matrix. 
Proof: Suppose (3.6) holds. For each 6~ Rt, $ defined by e(U)= 
eB(’ “)v, 0 E [ - 7,0], belongs to K, so 
O<L($)= [ dp(H) eBcH + ‘42. 
‘L -;.Ol 
Since t; E R: is arbitrary (3.7a) follows. Now suppose that - 7 <s < 0 and 
VCR:. Let b,Z be a sequence of real-valued smooth functions on [ -7, 0 J 
satisfying Q,(O) = 0, -~6f),<.s,&,>O on [-t,O], 4,(0)=1 and 
4, -+ X(s.01 as n -+ c/j pointwise, where xcs,Ol is the characteristic function of 
(s, 0] which takes the value one on (s, 0] and zero elsewhere. Let II/, E C 
be defined by ll/,,(O) = d,(O) efl(O-“‘v. Then r+G, E K, so 
0GL($,)= j dp(0) i,(0) eBcH-“)t‘. 
r - r.01 
Letting n + ro, we obtain (3.7b). Thus (3.7a) and (3.7b) are necessary for 
(3.6) to hold. 
In order to see that (3.7a) and (3.7~) are sufficient for (3.6) we 
manipulate the representation of L as follows: 
where g(O) - e- “‘tj(O) and v is the (matrix) Bore1 measure defined by 
v(E) = 1 dp(0) eBO, E a Bore1 set. 
E 
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Then, letting G(s) = IL _ r,s3 dp(8) eBu = v( [ -5, s]), 
LA*)= j dv(mT(O) - (R(O) - g(W)1 
r 7.01 
= 0) $(O) - jt _ o, dv(WdO) - R(fl)l. -. 
If II/ E K, then g(0) is nonnegative and nondecreasing (but 
converse does not hold if B is not a diagonal matrix). Thus 
L(+) = G(O) YW) - [ 4w j &b). 
* 1 - r.01 I@,()1 
Now consider the ith component 
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note that the 
we may write 
H(s - 0) dv,(fl) x dg,(s) 
=j$, jt- o, G,(.s) &,b) 
r. 
= G(s) h(s) , 
r 41 Ii 
where H is the Heauiside function which is identically one on the non- 
negative numbers, but zero on the negative numbers. Hence, for $ E Kg, we 
have 
d(e B”$(s)) 
r-?ol 1 
+s 
[G(O) - G(s)] d(e- B’$(.s)). 
[ -r.O] 
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Integrating the expression in the first bracket, we obtain 
L($) = G(0) rBr$( -7) + 1 [G(O)- G(s)] d(e- H'$(s)) (3.8) 
ur- r.o~ 
which is valid for $ E K,. 
If (3.7a) holds then G(0) e”>O and II/ E K, implies $( -7)>,O so the 
first vector on the right of (3.8) is nonnegative. Noting that (3.7~) is 
equivalent to G(0) -G(s) >, 0 and that the vector measure d(e -?l/(s)) is a 
nonnegative one by virtue of cc/ EKE, it follows that the integral is non- 
negative. Hence L(J/) 3 0 for $ E K,, completing the proof of the sufficiency 
of (3.7a) and (3.7~) for (3.6) to hold. 
Jt is clear that (3.7b) and (3.7~) are equivalent if B is a diagonal 
matrix. l 
It is illuminating to apply Proposition 3.8 to the scalar case (n = 1) with 
discrete delays. In this case (3.7b) and (3.7~) are equivalent so the proposi- 
tion yields necessary and sufficient conditions for L(K,,) 2 0 where now we 
put B= -/l,/?>O. 
Consider first the case of a single delay 
where 6,Y is the Dirac measure with support on {s}. Then (3.7a) and (3.7b) 
require simply 
a B 0. (3.9) 
This requirement is identical to that for L( C + ) 2 0. 
Now suppose 
LIC/=ull/(-7o)+W(-7,), -7,< -7, < -To,<0 
= I @(U) d(b&,, + ad & I- r,o1 
In this case (3.7a) and (3.7b) become respectively 
(4 aeBro + /dJTi 2 0 
(b) ~20. 
(3.10) 
Thus h need not be nonnegative as would be required for L(C+) 30. 
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COROLLARY 3.9. Let L E .!Y(C, R”) and B be an n x n yuasipositir;e 
matrix. Let L be represented by the regular Bore1 measure I= ( P,~). If 
(a) J, ~ o, dp(8) e’(’ “‘2 BeHr 
(b) [ dp( 0) e A0 2 B, -T<S<O 
* cc. 0I 
(3.11) 
then 
Proof Apply Proposition 3.8 to I? = L - BE, where EE U(C, R”) is 
defined by E$ = $(O). 1 
Remurk. Equation (1.5) in the Introduction follows from Corollary 3.9 
with 
ji=;;(x(o),X(-r))d,+g(X(o),X(-T))6 i. 
4. MAIN RESULT 
In this section we state and prove our main result. Basically, we verify 
the hypotheses of our abstract results on strongly order preserving semi- 
flows in [ 12, 131. The focus of our study is the equation (3.1) where 
j’~ C’(C, R”). In order that (3.1) generate a (global) semiflow on C with 
the required compactness properties, WC assume 
(T) f maps bounded subsets of C to bounded subsets qj’ R”. For each 
q5 E C, x( t, Q) is defined for t 2 0 and 0 l )- (4) is bounded. For each compact 
subset A of C there exists u bounded set B of C such that ~(4) 5 Bfor every 
#EA. 
In order to simplify the statement of the result in this section we assume 
that (3.1) is defined and satisfies the hypotheses on C. However, in the 
applications it is often the case that the relevant domain is the nonnegative 
cone C +. We noted in Section 3 that the results of that section continue to 
hold if the hypotheses hold on C +, rather than C, and if C ’ is positively 
invariant for (3. I ). Such is also the case for the result of this section. In this 
case, C+ replaces C in (T). 
A definition is required for our result which has its origin in the work of 
Hirsch [ST]. The definition below is taken from [ 12, 131. 
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DEFINITION. If 4 E C then q3 is a stable point if for every E > 0 there exists 
6 > 0 such that II@,(#) - @,(+)I[ <E for t20 whenever @EC and 
Ii - $11 < 6. 
We let S be the subset of stable points of C. Observe that if 4 ES then 
points near 4 have limit sets near o(4). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f~ C1( C, R") satisfy (T), (&), (SML). Then S c $9 
and Int S is dense in C for the semzjlow generated by (3.1). 
ProojI The result follows from [13, Thm. 2.61. We have already noted 
that the hypotheses (I), (J), and (M) of [13] hold in our proof of 
Corollary 2.6. Hypothesis (D) holds, with z replaced by (n + 1) r, by 
Corollary 2.6 and (C) follows from Proposition 3.6 and remarks following 
it. We need only verify the compactness hypothesis (C) required in [13]. 
That is, we must show that O+(d) has compact closure in C for each 4 E C 
and that if Kc C is compact then u,, K o(4) has compact closure in C. 
Since (T) implies that all orbits are bounded and that f is bounded on 
bounded sets, the precompactness of 0 + (4) follows from the Ascoli-Arzela 
Theorem. If Kc C is compact, then, by (T), there is a bounded subset B 
of C such that o(d) c B for all 4 E K. As f is bounded on the closure of B, 
it follows that U +EK w(b) has compact closure in C. The theorem now 
follows from [13, Thm. 2.61. 1 
The reader will observe that Theorem 1.2 of the Introduction is a 
corollary of Theorem ,4.1. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we consider two applications of our result to systems of 
FDE’s which arise in ecology and physiology. In our first example, a model 
of a spatially distributed population with a juvenile period is considered 
which leads to a system of FDE’s with discrete delays. The mathematically 
interesting feature of our application of results of Section 4 to this system 
is that we must use a quasimonotone matrix B which is not a diagonal 
matrix. In our second application to a cyclic feedback system, we allow 
distributed delays. 
a. Dynamics of a Spatially Distributed Population with a Juvenile Period 
Consider a population of individuals which is distributed over a habitat. 
The habitat is not homogeneous but divided into finitely many, let us 
say n, subhabitats, each of which offers a different quality of life. This is 
reflected in different per capita reproduction rates, different per capita 
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mortality rates pi, and different juvenile periods zj until the onset of 
reproduction. 
The individuals migrate from one subhabitat to the other with yjk 
denoting the per capita migration rate from subhabitat k to subhabitat 
.j. 7,j denotes the rate at which individuals stay in subhabitat j. 
For formulating the model properly we introduce the age distribution 
u,(r, a) of the population in subhabitat J’ at time t. More precisely, for 
0 f L(, < Q? < x, jz: u(i, a) da gives the number of individuals in subhabitat 
i at time t with age between a, and a,. The age-space dynamics of the 
population are then described by 
The birth law is formulated by 
u,(t,O)=gi [?4j(t,a)du 
( d 11 > (5.2) 
Here rj denotes the age at which reproduction starts and g, denotes the 
reproduction rate (in subhabitat i). gj is a nonlinear function allowing for 
density effects on the per capita reproduction rate. Note that the reproduc- 
tion rate does not depend on age, once reproduction has started. 
We introduce the number of reproductive individuals in subhabitat ,i by 
u,(t)= j7- u,(t, a) da. (5.3) 
*I 
Under the reasonable assumption that u(t, a) -+ 0 for a --t CC we obtain 
from (5.1) that 
u;(t)= i jljkt.k([)-ijt.i(f)+Uj(t,tj) 
k-l 
with 
cj= f: ‘ikj+ p.j. 
k=l 
Let A be the matrix A = (xjk) with 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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and Kronecker symbols 6, = 0, .i# k; 6, = 1, j= k. Solving (5.1) along 
characteristics we find 
Ui(t, Tj) = (C’%(t- Tj, o)),. (5.7) 
Combining (5.4)-(5.7) and (5.2) we end up with the FDE 
u;(t)= f ajkuk(r)+ i (e”“),, gk(uk(r-Ti)) =:fi(u,) (5.8) 
for r > 0. 
k=l k-l 
We prescribe initial data 
u(t) = d(f), -T<l<O 
with r = max ri and 4 E C’ E C( [ -t, 01, R:). We assume that the gk are 
continuously differentiable functions on R+ vanishing at zero and that 
there exists M > 0 such that 
06 g,(u)<M, ~20, 1 <kdn. (5.9) 
The boundedness of g, is a reasonable assumption from the biological 
point of view which can be somewhat relaxed if needed. 
It follows from our assumptions that C’ is positively invariant for (5.8) 
since zf(t)aO whenever I;,EC+ and u,(t)=O. 
For satisfying (SMB) we make the Ansatz B= (6,k) with 
where the cJi still must be chosen appropriately. Assume that 
g;(s)> -L, ~20, 1 <kkn. 
Then, for 6 E C + and @ E Kg, we have 
’ (5.10) 
d..(4) $= i rjk@k(“)+ i (e’l”),k !?;(dk(-Zj)) @k(-zj) 
k=l k= 1 
ak$, ajk$k(“)-L i (e’l”)jk$k(-Tj) 
k=l 
2 (B$(O))j+ C;j$j(O)- Le’/‘/ i (e"')jk $‘k(-Tj). 
k=l 
But $ E K, implies that 
+j(‘)> Ce”“$(-Tj)]j= i (e”E)jk $tk(-Tj). 
k=l 
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Hence 
df;(qq l+b - (Bl+qO)), 3 (&- Le’JiJ) l+bj(0). 
It follows that (SM’,) holds forf‘provided tj> Ler’Q for some r, > 0, or 
LT,<e ‘, j= 1, 2, . ..) Il. (5.11 ) 
As we have already mentioned in Section 3, (Ii) holds if B is irreducible, 
i.e., if the matrix (yjk) is irreducible. This means biologically that migration 
is possible from any subhabitat to any other (with possibly passing other 
subhabitats in between). 
We can now state our main result for system (5.8) which is an applica- 
tion of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume thut the g, .sati@y (5.9)-(5.11) and that the 
matrix 7 = (yii) is irreducible. Then there exists an open and dense subset of 
C - consisting qf stable comergent points for (5.8). 
Proqj: We have already noted that (SML) and (I;) hold. In order to 
check that (T) holds, note that (5.9) implies that every solution of (5.8) 
satisfies 
where 1 is the vector with all components equal one. Recall that A is an 
irreducible quasipositive matrix with negative column sums so A is a stable 
matrix. From the differential inequality we find that c(t) < ru( t) for t > 0, 
where 
w’ = Aw + Ml, w(0) = I;(O). 
Since all solutions of this differential equation converge to the unique 
positive equilibrium G = -MA - ’ 1, it follows that (T) holds. Hence 
Theorem 4.1 implies the result. 1 
b. A Cyclic Feedback System 
Consider the cyclic feedback system 
n’(t)=f(x;)-qx’(t) 
*+‘(t)= L,-,(x/-‘)-%,x’(t), 2Gjdn. 
(5.12) 
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We use “.” in place of ““’ to denote the time derivative in order to 
accomodate the superscript notation for the components xJ of the solution 
x’ to (5.12). The following assumptions are made: 
cij > 0, 1 djdn, 
L,ELZ(C([--,O],R),R) 
L’#>O, if 4 B 0, 
llLjII = l, l<j<n-I, 
.f(4)209 if 4 20. 
(5.13) 
We let 
K= @EC([-r,O],R):@o} 
and 
K, = (d, E K: @4(s) is nondecreasing on [ -5, 0] } 
The next assumption onfguarantees that (5.12) generates a strongly order 
preserving semiflow: 
(F) f is continuously dljjferentiable on K and there exist ,4 > rn such that 
df(4) Icl>O 
for all 4 E K and @ E K, satkfying $9 0. 
Note that (F) implies that df(#)(K,{) 2 0 for each 4 E K. 
Systems such as (5.12) have been used to model the control of protein 
synthesis in the cell---see, e.g., [9, lo] and the references therein. In these 
models, x” is the concentration of an end product protein, and x’ is the 
concentration of mRNA which codes for a protein whose concentration is 
denoted by x2. This protein catalyses the formation of another intermediate 
protein whose concentration is denoted by x3 and so on until the end 
product x” is formed. The control of the concentration of end product X” 
in the cell is achieved by a nonlinear feedback mechanism accounted for in 
the model by the termf‘(x:) appearing in the first of Eqs. (5.12). There are 
examples of both positive and negative feedback of x” on x1. Here WC con- 
sider a perturbation of the positive feedback case discussed in [9, Sect. 5-J. 
The positive influence of an increase in the concentration XI-’ on the 
formation rate of xJ is modeled by a positive linear functional LJ- , of 
xj- ‘, e.g., 
L J-Ix i-Icxj ‘(r-Tj-1)3 Tj-. 1 E [O, T] 
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in (5.12). It should be noted that the normalization I( L,\I = 1 can be 
achieved by a scaling- see [9]. The loss terms - sr,x’(t) in (5.12) account 
for the fact that each species degrades. It is reasonable to assume that 
f(4) >O when 420 as there is a transcription of mRNA even in the 
absence of the end product. 
In this example we do not strive for the greatest generality. Our intention 
is to demonstrate the extent to which the results obtained in [9]-.where 
the hypotheses on f were such that (5.12) satisfied the quasimonotone 
hypothesis--- can be obtained by relaxing these assumptions. 
As xj represent concentration, solutions of (5.12) corresponding to the 
initial data $= (d’, . . . . qY), 
x’(t) = #J(t), -tftbO, (5.14) 
with 4’ E K, must remain nonnegative and bounded to make biological 
sense. As a consequence of assumptions (5.13), (5.12) generates a semiflow 
on Cf. Our final assumption on ,f will imply boundedness of solution and 
the compactness hypothesis (T): 
(B) There exists a, b 3 0 such that 
b<r,r,...r,, 
I‘(4) 6 a + b IId! 
for all r$ E K. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (5.13), (F), and (B) hold. Then there exists an open 
and dense subset of CA consisting of stable and convergent points for (5.12). 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 5.2 we consider a specific form of the 
feedback term f in (5.12) in order to compare Theorem 5.2 with 
[IS, Thm. 5.43. Suppose that 
fb:) = h”(t), x”(t - T,)), 0 < Tn < f. 
Then (F) holds provided h is continuously differentiable with 
and 
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for x, ~30. See (3.10a) and (3.10b). Thus c?h$~;O, required in [9], can 
be weakened. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Solutions corresponding to nonnegative initial 
data (5.14) remain nonnegative since $(t) 2 0 whenever x, E C+ with 
x’(t) = 0. 
We next verify that (7) holds. Let M,, = 1 and &I-, = ziMi, 2 d i< n. 
We show that 
is positively invariant for (5.12) for all sufficiently large r > 0. As C ‘- is 
positively invariant for (5.17) it suffices to show [9, Prop. 1.21 that 
whenever $E B, and for some i, d’(O) = rMi then ,?(O)<O, where 
x(t) = x(t, 4) is the solution of (5.12) satisfying x(t) = q(r), -7 d t < 0. For 
2 < i < n the latter follows from 
ai(o)=Li-,qY 1 -a,q5i(0)<r(M,-, -aiMi) 
and for i= 1 from 
fl(0)=f(~“)-l,~‘(O)du+hr-cr,rM,. 
=a+r[h-x,M,]=a+r[h-r,x,...r,]<O 
for all large r, where we have used (B) and our choice of M,. Thus B, is 
positively invariant for all large r and this implies (T). 
We need to verify that (SM;) and (/b) hold for a suitable matrix B. 
Choose 
B=diag[-/II,, -PI, . . . . -/In] 
as ths diagonal matrix with elements jIj > zj, 1 ,<j< n - 1, and p,, = B as in 
(F) in the diagonal. 
Let f= (f’ , . . . . f”), where 
S’(in=.f(4”)-we0) 
and 
f-i@) = L,. ,q4’ l - clj@(0), 2GjGn. 
Then, for 4~ C+ and $ E K, satisfying 3 p 0, WC have 
C~~(~)-B~(O)l,=df~“)IC/“+(B,-a,)~’(0)>O 
[dy(J))-B$(O)]j=Lj I$‘- ‘+(Iy,-Xj)Ic/‘(O)>O9 2,<j,<n, 
where we have used (5.13) and (F). Thus (SM;) holds. 
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In order to verify (I;), suppose that $E C’ and I$ E K,, I)~% 0 for jEJ 
and $,JO) = 0 for k $ .I, where J is a proper subset of ( 1,2, . . . . o}. Let p $ J 
be such that p - 1 E J (if p = 1 then we take p - 1 = n). Then, since 
t)“(O) = 0, we have 
and in either case p=n or p #n we have [&c$) I$],> 0 by (F) or by 
(5.13). Thus (I;) holds. 
Theorem 5.2 now follows from Theorem 4.1. 1 
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